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I am delighted that you have expressed interest in the role of Bubble Church
Mission Enabler. I hope that you will find the information provided in the pack
helpful, and I would be very happy to have an informal discussion about the role,
and to provide more information. Please do get in touch either by phone on
07835 300001 or email at marcus.gibbs@ascensionbalham.org.

Bubble Church was launched at the Ascension Church, Balham in South-West
London as a mid-pandemic experiment in October 2020. There are lots of young
families in Balham, most of whom have no connection with church, and Bubble
Church was our experiment to see if we could connect with them in a period
when parents were starved of personal contact and were struggling to find things
to occupy their little ones. So we came up with the Bubble Church service, with
the strapline:

 
"A puppet-packed, Jesus-centred, socially distanced, coffee-and-croissant-

fuelled, kids and families adventure every Sunday morning."

Message from Marcus Gibbs,
Vicar of Ascension Balham



Since launch a new congregation of young families has been formed from
zero to around 100 each week and continues to grow post lockdown – at a
church with no church school!
Numbers have grown quickly with new faces still appearing each week – the
concept continues to thrive with high relevance to this demographic even
post covid!
Growth has continued post-lockdown to the extent we are looking to launch a
second service.
People come and people tell their friends to come because ‘it’s scratching
where they are itching’: family time, fun, good news, values, entertainment for
their little children, food, structure, kindness, and welcome (as one parent
reflected, “no one else is so happy to see us!”)
80%+ of the families and children who come to Bubble Church are
unchurched and have no previous church affiliation i.e. not transfer growth but
true organic/real growth.

Some are unchurched families who like the fun, feeling of community, and
message of hope and great Christian values.
Some are ‘nominally’ Christian families who don’t normally go to church
but want their children to grow up in the faith.

Because parents/carers sit and stay with their child on their bubble, they
learn about the Christian faith alongside their children in a way that is non-
threatening and does not leave them feeling ignorant or uniformed –
everyone’s learning, growing in faith together!
It has been so popular that the number of baptisms of babies and children at
Ascension has tripled from an average of five, to 10 last year and 15 due to
take place this year.
The success of the church has also helped other areas of church life – the
Sunday school at the church’s 10.30am service has grown with children who
used to attend Bubble Church and a new mid-week group has been formed
by ‘Bubble Church’ parents – the majority of whom were not previously
churchgoers - to study the Bible and pray.

Families would arrive at 9.30am, have a coffee and croissant, sit on a socially
distanced “bubble” (blue circular carpet), and join in with song, puppets, Bible
story, prayer, simple and fun liturgy, and then leave.



You can listen to the story of how Bubble Church came about in this interview
that I gave to UCB Radio: https://youtu.be/0kVS7094lAk

We thank God for the success of Bubble Church and given the fruitfulness of
Bubble Church at Ascension, the Church of England has awarded £250,000 of
innovation funding across 3 years to roll out Bubble Church to other churches,
starting with 5 pilot churches in Southwark Diocese.

Applications for the post can be made through the Church of England Pathways
system: https://rebrand.ly/9f2c2a

Closing date for completed applications is 7th October 2022 and the interviews
for the role will take place on 19th October 2022.

I look forward to hearing from you
Yours, in Christ

Marcus Gibbs
Vicar, Ascension Balham

https://youtu.be/0kVS7094lAk


BUBBLE CHURCH ENABLER - JOB DESCRIPTION

JOB TITLE: Bubble Church Mission Enabler
EMPLOYED BY: Diocese of Southwark
REPORTS TO: Vicar at Ascension Church Balham
ACCOUNTABLE TO: Director of Fresh Expressions, Diocese of Southwark
WORK BASE: Ascension Church Balham, 23 Malwood Road, London, SW12 8EN
LENGTH OF POST: 3 year fixed term post, including 6 month probationary period
HOURS OF WORK: Full-time (Sunday to Thursday), 35 hours per week
Salary: £34,380, plus pension (non-contributory, 15% of salary)
Housing Support: It is essential to this role that the postholder lives locally (i.e within

easy travelling distance of the parish), to enable the better
performance and fulfilment of duties. Arrangements can be made
for a financial contribution towards housing if required.

HOLIDAYS: 26 days per year plus statutory bank holidays

BACKGROUND OF ASCENSION BALHAM

Ascension is a fast-growing Anglican church community based near Clapham South
tube station in South West London. Our mission is to reach the 95% of people in Balham
and beyond who do not yet go to church with the love of God! 

In 2013 Marcus Gibbs joined the church as vicar and has overseen the transformation
of the church from a predominantly Sunday focused church to a 7 day a week
community hub, with a gourmet coffee shop and community groups including ministry
to new parents, refugees, 6th form students, debt centre clients and more. Around
1,000 people come through our doors a week and around 200 attend Sunday services.

PURPOSE OF THE ROLE

The Bubble Church Mission Enabler will lead and oversee the expansion of Bubble
Church beyond Ascension Balham to an initial 5 churches in Southwark Diocese and
nationally.

The successful applicant will become a Bubble Church service leader of the Ascension
Balham and part of the staff team, expected to play a full part as a member of the staff
team including working collaboratively on shared goals and supporting wider ministries
of the church as appropriate.



BUBBLE CHURCH ENABLER - ROLE DESCRIPTION

STAGE TIMING

IMMERSION

● To become immersed into the Bubble Church model
and culture of church, understanding it’s DNA and
what has allowed this service to grow and thrive as a
new worshipping community.

● To embody the Bubble Church values of hospitality,
welcome, fun, involvement and encounter.

Months 1-6

IDENTIFICATION

● Initially to identify up to 5 different churches in the
Diocese of Southwark to pilot Bubble Church so as
to test it’s replicability both in terms of ease of
implementation and impact on congregational
growth.

● Start to work on communications strategy to
promote Bubble Church locally for each pilot
church.

CODIFY

● To codify the Bubble Church ‘recipe’ into appropriate
training materials (manual, film clips, etc) in a way
that they can be used to train the pilot church
Bubble Church teams.

● Training to include, Bubble Church Values, Working
as a team, Promoting Bubble Church locally and
practically how to run a Bubble Church service.

TRAIN

● Provide Bubble Church training days to the pilot
church Bubble Church teams.

Months 6-9

MEASURE

● To implement a simple system of impact
measurement for the pilot churches.

● To provide regular status reports on progress to the
Director of Fresh Expressions, and relevant Diocesan
bodies.



NURTURE & LEARN

● To run a learning community amongst the Bubble
Church pilot church teams where encouragements
and learnings can be shared and captured as well as
a place to pray together.

Months 9-24

EVOLVE

● To evolve the Bubble Church approach and training
materials in the light of the pilot church experience
and feedback and to make training materials ready
for national rollout.

ROLLOUT PREPARATION

● To devise an effective approach for rolling Bubble
Church out nationally.

NATIONAL ROLLOUT

● To begin rollout to other churches nationally.

Months 24-36



BUBBLE CHURCH ENABLER - PERSON SPECIFICATION

The role requires a high calibre, high-capacity person with a track record in leadership. They
will be personable and passionate about Bubble Church in a way that is infectious to others
and be able to model the Bubble Church approach in an exemplary way and coach others in it.
The postholder will be either lay or ordained and will be theologically trained. They will be
excellent communicators and trainers of others and utterly reliant on God!

FOUNDATIONAL

Character - You are a passionate, humble disciple of Jesus, filled with the Spirit, formed by His
word and sustained by God’s grace.

Competence - You are a high achiever who can both launch and nurture first class work with
children, young people and their families. 

Calling - You have a passion for children, young people and families to come to know Jesus
and follow him. You see children and young people as the church of today not the church of
tomorrow!

ESSENTIAL SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE AND MOTIVATION

● A passion and love for mission and seeing the church grow through Bubble Church and
young families.

● Proven track record of leading all age services.
● Strong interpersonal skills, able to listen to and communicate effectively with a wide

range of people with an ability to inspire, envision and equip people.
● Experience of pioneering and enabling others to pioneer.
● Theologically literate.
● A self-starter, able to use initiative, to prioritise, to meet deadlines and manage own

workload.
● Able to gain credibility with incumbents of pilot churches and their teams.
● Excellent written and verbal communication skills.
● Able to see projects and tasks through to completion.
● Ability to organise and manage events.
● High level of computer literacy including MS Office Suite.
● Commitment to the safeguarding of all God’s people.

DESIRABLE

● Experience of social media advertising, websites, online comms and design.
● Knowledge of the Church of England organisational structures, policies and procedures.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS AND REQUIREMENTS

● It is a Genuine Occupational Requirement (GOR) of the post, in accordance with the
Equality Act 2010, Schedule 9, Part 1 S.3, that the post holder will be a Christian in full
sympathy with the aims and ethos of Ascension’s purpose and mission. Your personal
spiritual growth and renewal is important, and we will look to support this including
facilitating your ability to attend conferences and other events that will deepen your
discipleship.


